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About This Game

Neon8 is a fast-paced First Person Shooter where you run, jump, fly, and shoot your way through levels of increasingly-difficult
enemies.

Neon8 is like being sucked inside an 80s arcade game and granted super powers.

Neon8 allows you to compete against your own and others' high scores to reach the top of the worldwide leaderboard.

Neon8 procedurally assembles each level ensuring you will never play the same layout twice.

The in/Zexts have invaded the metaverse and the peaceful Mother is powerless to oppose them. Brave warrior it is up to you to
rescue her children before they are devoured. The question is, can you?
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This is the worst game i've ever played.
The story is short, the characters and their lines are poorly thought, and don't even get me started on the voices. The controls are
horrible, the gameplay is bad (and i mean REALLY BAD). Like some poor dude/dudette who got it before me said "The game
should be funny but it feels like a permanent insult of everything like "there are not enough MFs to kill""
Seriously now, it's not even worth the measly 1.99$ to buy it.. not my type of game. Its early access, it has a few issues but for
the most part i am really enjoying this game!
The game world is massive and the few other survivors i have come across have been really helpful with one guy even giving his
base up so me and a freind could occupy it as he moved on to harder areas.
Only negative things i have to say so far is your character is weak, like REALLY weak and you die very fast. Also on the
official servers pretty much all the bases and shelters are occupied so finding a place to call home can be difficult, however my
friend and I now have our own private server on Nitrado so problem solved.
I look forward to seeing how this game progresses.. I don't like putting the thumbs down but it forces you to choose one or the
other, it pains me to do it because I understand the work that must have gone in to this but I can't give it a thumbs up.

This game needs a lot of work, it's not half as smooth as a fighting game demands.
It's a very ambitious game and you get the feeling the devs are focusing more on grandiose atmosphere rather than fluid
gameplay.
No controller support, this is vital, it felt awkward as all hell on keyboard, especially with the clunky moves and hit boxes the
flash engine brings, other titles like Castle Crashers have done brilliantly in transitioning from flash to steam, this game just
doesn't do it right.

I do see what they're going for, I like the overall idea, it's just executed in a way that makes it hard to play.

I hope I can turn that thumb around some day.. I played the first level, it's a alright game but idea could you please update the
game like every christmas by editing levels etc... I would love this game to be updated.. delayed jumping, pointless game...avoid
this one. Cant wait for the next war in 05/12/2013
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Play the first Ankh game instead, its slightly more enjoyable. Ankh 2 is a disappointment so far for me and not much new is
offered in the game early on. I also bought Ankh 3... but I do not have high expectations, as the sequel to the first game is
already a letdown after the first hour and a half. I will push through and complete it some day, possibly changing my review, and
move on to the third game in the trilogy.. Update 1: Dev's are very active and engaging in the community as witnessed by the
number of updates that have come into the game since launch based on player feedback. This is a good thing:

Update 2: TL;DR summary: A fun, naval action game (i.e not a sim). Many of the AI and balance issues have been tweaked and
fixed by Dev. Not a game for those looking for deep sim experience but for those looking to watch WW2 ships blow each other
out of the sea this could be the game for you!

Victory at Sea is a fast paced, action oriented naval combat game. The main campaign is split into two portions, the Strategic
Map, where you move around your fleet and the battle map, where you engage in battle with enemy vessels. As others have
mentioned, this is similar to how Mount & Blade functions.

During the campaigns, you start out with a single Destroyer and work your way up, earning Warbonds (Cash) by sinking enemy
vessels which you then use to purchase additional ships. There is an impressive arround of vessels available ranging from
Destroyers to Carriers to Battleships.

Comabt is fairly straight forward, you manuver your vessels by left clicking on the map and fire the selected weapon by right
clicking. Aiming is done manually so leading targets is required but is pretty straight forward. Weapons include cannons,
torpedo's and depth charges and each weapon on a ship has a fireing angle so manuvering your ships to gain firing positions and
evading enemies attacks is required.

The AI is not that great and acts in predictable patterns. It will close range without attempting to evade and will then turn to
bring the majority of it's weapons to bear. As such it becomes rather easy to hit them. It would be nice if the Dev's made it so
the AI manuvered so to make themselves harder to hit. This is also an issue for your own ships. While you can manually control
all your ships, as your fleet grows it becomes harder to control it all, thus giving control to the AI.

The campaign seems a bit bland, but functional. There are a variety of different fleet compositions you can come up against
including convoys of various sizes, patrols, combat fleets etc and there are various missions available as well as general free-
roam and the ability to capture ports.

While there are alot of ships available I would have liked there to be a bit more differentiation between them, but over all, each
class feels and plays different, giving you plenty of tactical options on the battlefield.

In summary, Victory at Sea is a fun, fast paced and action oriented game. The campaign is decent without being that engaging.
The combat is fun, but simple and the AI could be better.

If you like naval combat but are not looking for a deep sim experience, then VaS is a good option that I would recommend..
Sadly this game refuses to work on my Computer, so I'll have to give a negetive review.. To put this game in to one word, I'd say
it's obnoxious.
The control scheme is novel, but appauling and awquward. There are all ready better control schemes designed for this kind of
thing, and they work. If you hold the "order bar" in one spot for one second, literally one second, I get some rotory options
wheel that i can't back out of without having to start over my order.
Also, theres no restarting a checkpoint, or even restarting the entire mission. If you mess up something, the only option is to
back out of the mission entirely, and go through 5 menus to start up again, and half of them are basically a "are you sure you
want to start this level?" kind of selection.
Theres no real cover in this game either. There are little areas marked by dots that provide a half damage factor, but that's all
you get. The "cover" works in all angles around it too, so there's no real purpose for tactical moving in order to flank, or prevent
flanking. Theres no suppressive fire, no smoke grenade to mask movements, no higher ground advantage, Nothing that really
even incorporates tactics besides not making your squad run too far into the map and getting overwhelmed by guys that you
couldnt see because of the lame\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665fog of war. Theres no real tactic necessity when playing.
Which hardly makes sense, seeing that "tactics" is the biggest part of the title.
This game blows. I'm incredibly dissapointed because it looked like it'd be super fun. Recieved this game as a gift and it's very
addicting. Basic strategy, fast paced-tetris like. If you have an addictive personality and are looking to get sucked into hours of
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fun nothingness then grab this game.. I've smashed that refund button. Very dissapointed.. It performs terribly, but it is a marvel
of human imagination. I grew up on games like Kings Quest and have always enjoyed a good point and click game. It seems that
quite a few of these types of games have been coming out recently and a lot of them are high quality. If you have played
Primordia, Unforseen Incidents, and other newer offerings to this genre this game continues the trend of excellency.

The important things you want to know
-The puzzles are great. No ridiculous logic leaps needed and you are rewarded for having a keen eye to detail. Very thoughtful
puzzle design.
-The voice acing is excellent. The characters all have a unique personality which helps to create a world that is interesting to
explore. I haven't found myself skipping through conversations and this also comes back to the previous point.
-The animations are just right. Really fits the genre quite well and hits a bit of nostalgia for me.

If you're looking for a fun point and click game, and one that doesn't allow you to get frustrated I highly recommend Whispers
of a Machine. I've been playing point and click adventure games for years and this one has already slotted itself in as a favorite
of mine.. The original version of this game found online gave me so much fun a few years ago, and now we're here; the official
release of it's sequel, Superfighters Deluxe. At first in the alpha I didn't like it too much, but now that I'm playing the full
version a good few years later I can say that it is very fun. I recommend it for those who like little arcade-y sometimes over the
top fighting and fun with your friends; if you don't have any friends that have this game, you can just play online with other
random people or you can play through one of the many challenge scenarios they have in 3 tiers. The scenarios get much
tougher as you go on so good luck if you decide to do them. Overall, a pretty good and fun game.
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